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BROADWAY :

I HAD A BALL - 8 months, Martin Beck

OFF-BROADWAY :

THE TROJAN WOMEN (EURIPEDES) - Class :
INTERNATIONAL PLAYGIRLS '64 - Village

MOVIES :

THE PROJECTIONIST - star dancer (star
ONLY ONE NEW YORK - Joe Levine releat
PENNY ARCADE - Channel 13, New York
BOUZOUKEE - Nominated for Academy Awo
THE WATCHED POT - New York City Libra
TRACKS IN THE SAND - winner, Boston ]

RECORDS :

OPA KUKLA - MGM, 45 rpm

COMMERCIALS :

BENSON & HEDGES -"Tobacco Merchants"
ALKA-SELTZER-"No Matter What Shape"
RHEINGOLD-"We Must Be Doing Something
ENO-"Upset Sultan" (demo)
GOODYEAR-"Shimmying Tires" (demo)

VOICE OVERS :

RALEIGH - Drew Lawrence
BELAIR - Drew Lawrence

TELEVISION :

JOHNNY CARSON
ED SULLIVAN
LES CRANE
CLAY COLE
JERRY BLAVAT (CAU-Phila .)
FIVE O'CLOCK NEWS, Channel 7
CALLBACK
STRAIGHT TALK
SYLVIA SCOTT (MAR-Baltinors)
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MWO FROST -,,twnas

ABOUT MOROCCO : I recently had the pleasure of meeting
the most intelligent girl in the-world of entertainment . She
is Morocco, nation's outstanding Oriental dancer, but it won't
be iong before she'll also be hailed as a superb actress, and
a singing star. Morocco was born Carolina Varga Dinicu of
Gypsy parents in Austria .
Morocco earned her B.A. degree at Brooklyn College, and
her M.A. in modern languages and education at Columbia
University . She was admitted into membership in Mensa
because of her 186 I.Q. So, the question is asked, "why Oriental dancing?" It's quite simple . You see Morocco loves it.
She loves Oriental music, and has enough ham in her to
completely enjoy performing all alone on stage for twenty
minutes or more. It is quite obvious that the audiences love
her also. As a matter of fact, one evening during her dance
at the Roundtable night club in New York, producer Joe Kipniss was in the audience . He was so thrilled with her performance that he jumped on stage calling out, "You're it.
You're the girl I want for my new show." Sure enough she
was signed and was featured in the Buddy Hackett Broadway musical "I Had A Ball ." The critics and paying customers alike were lavish in their praise of this exciting young
performer .
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CANDY (movie) - Drew Lawrence
CARNATION MILK - Erwin Wasey
ALAN BURKE
VIRGINIA GRAHAM - 3 times
TO TELL THE TRUTH - 2 times
NIGHT LIFE
PHYLLIS KIRK
JOE FRANKLIN - 9 times so far
ONE IN A MILLION
T.B.A.-CBC,Torento
JEAN SMITH (WRC-Wash.,D .C.)

resents the misnomer "belly dancer" since she
ng exponent of the beautiful Oriental dance art
feels some of the so-called belly dancers are
ore than glorified fugitives from the burlesque
~. That she is far above other Oriental dancers can
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Contact :

Marv Lagunoff, PILGRIM MANAGEMENT PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
200 West 57 Street, New York, N .Y. 10019
Telephone : (212) 581-5276 or (212) 799-1272
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Morocco bances
At Benefit to Help
Women Prisoners

Morocco is her name and
"Mid East" dancing is her style,
and Monday evening she shivered from top knot to toes for
the Women's House of Detention Medical Fund at St . Clemon's Church . The occasion was
a benefit performance that
mixed dull poetry, blandly in .
teresting folk singing and some
genuinely exciting dancing for
the cause.
Morocco was introduced as
being pure-blooded Romney,
sounded like pure New York
and looked like a pure as well as
an authentic exponent of the
danse du ventre . She did a
dance that made birth throes
appear to be one of the most
interesting of choreographic
subjects as she programed her
changes of rhythm with undulating efficiency .
Starting off veiled and neatly
coiffed, she vibrated into a
tiny cyclone of flying hair and
tip-tossing energy . With fingercyrnbals
tinkling,
Morocco
moved in several improbable
directions at once and continued to do so inventively well
beyond expectation .
Kathy Posin and her group
presented her witty dance for
three couples, "The Closer She
Gets the Better She Looks,"
«Jcn a verve and bounce that
vras utterly charming . Among
the cast, Wendy Summit ~,eemr(j
to have a special feeling for the
manic humor of the piece. Miss
Posin's subsequent solo dance
"Days," in which she becomes
heavily involved with a wicket
basket, was less effective .
Anne Wilson's solo, "A Shad .
ow Dance," had little inventive .
ness and many colored slides .
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dancer, has still a third show-stopper in the person of Morocco, She
also "as
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the world," and who can belie that
`Maim since she has a master of
art's degree from Columbia Univ.?
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Morocco's Belly Dance Is High A
By JACK THOMPSON

For the past several months ;
connoisseurs of belly dancing
have been maintaining that although the East Side is quivering
with these artists, the best of all
-Morocco-was only to be found
on Eighth Ave .
Now Morocco has managed the
ous ride a c r o s s town to the
RounWable and there is much-in
Savor of claims to her superlori, y. in this field.
iJOROCCO has great dignity,

The
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authority and serenity and her art
is of such a high order that one
really should call it something far
more elegant-such as ethnic
dancing-rather than the lowdown term, belly dancing .
She is as supple and agile as
her shivering sisters, and can
rotate her muscles as well as the
next. It's her distinction and
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